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Today’s Presentation
 Documenting Flood Occurrence and 

Exposure

 Challenges of Regional Reporting 
and Analyses

 Ways to address these challenges 
going forward
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Flood Occurrence

Standing water in areas that are generally dry
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Flood Reporting Tool
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Flood Observation Survey
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FDEM Silver Jacket High Water Mark Survey
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How will we use these data?

Validate / Ground Truth modeling results

Increase our understanding of frequently flooded areas

Inform our high-water mark and drone team deployments

Estimate inundation depths and extents
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Regional Reporting and Analysis Challenges

Acquisition and consolidation
72 Special Districts

185 Municipalities

Portions of 26 Counties

Regionally consistent information 
Different entities collect different information in 
different ways for different purposes

Translation ambiguities
Does my good mean the same as your good?
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Quantifying Susceptibility to Loss, a.k.a. Exposure

 Determine susceptibility of 
Infrastructure to flooding

Buildings, Utilities (water 
treatment, electrical substations, 
water management structures), 
and roads

 Assign replacement values
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SFWMD-FIAT Desktop Damage Calculator

Collaboration between SFWMD and Deltares USA
FIAT – Fast Inundation Assessment Tool

• Inundation Depth
• Water Surface elevation

$ Total, Detailed 
breakdown, and 

aggregated values $
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Application of SFWMD-FIAT

Ankle-Deep (6 in)
Knee-Deep (2 ft)

Reported or Modeled Flood Depths
Or Water Surface Elevations

Inundation depth over roads or finished floor elevations  
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SFWMD-FIAT Exposure Data
 Exposure Data Sources:

County Supplied Building Footprints 
SFWMD Normalized Parcel and Land Use
High Resolution Topo-Bathymetric Data
Navteq / HERE Roads
HAZUS Occupancy Types and Depreciated Replacement 
Values
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In Summary

 Where we are now:
A standardized and readily accessible GIS centric repository for flood occurrence and exposure data DOES NOT 
EXIST

 How do we get there?
We encourage regional collaboration in the development and adoption of tools and methodologies that work at the 
local and regional level

Promote use of existing tools like the FDEM Silver Jack High Water Mark Survey

Encourage adoption of a regional flood observation survey

We visualize a regional GIS centric, data driven, crowd sourced decision support tool
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Data: DBHYDRO Insights

DBHYDRO is SFWMD's database that stores hydrologic, meteorologic, hydrogeologic, and water quality data. This database is the source 
of historical and up-to-date data for the 16-county region covered by the District.
DBHYDRO allows users to search and generate data summaries from the available period of record, select data sets of interest, and have 
the time series data dynamically displayed in tables or graphs. Users can also download data for later use.
In 2021, SFWMD released a new tool called DBHYDRO Insights to make data more easily accessible to the public and stakeholders. New 
features to access data are under development and the District welcomes feedback and ideas on how to improve the user experience.

To access the database, DBHYDRO Browser training videos, and contacts page visit
https://www.sfwmd.gov/dbhydro

If you wish to provide feedback on features, please contact
Lokendra Matoli, Chief Architect – IT, lmatoli@sfwmd.gov

Brian Turcotte, Enterprise Scientific Data Mgr., bturcott@sfwmd.gov

https://www.sfwmd.gov/dbhydro
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Utopia Data Utopia

A world governed by 
commonly formatted and 

standardized data that can 
be applied to large- and 

small-scale local and global 
challenges

Istockphoto.combiography.com

A world governed by 
reason and people who 
share a common culture 

and way of life

Sir Thomas More (1477-1535)
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Subscribe for District Resiliency Updates

• Sign-up for our updates by visiting https://www.sfwmd.gov/news-events and following these simple steps:
1 - Click on the “Subscribe for Email” icon
2 - Enter your email address
3 - Select “District Resiliency” under Subscription Topics

• You may sign-in to update your current preferences if you’re already signed-up.

https://www.sfwmd.gov/news-events


Questions
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